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Equatorial of the Flammarion Observatory equipped with a battery of photographic 
cameraS with which more than four thousand., negatives have been taken. 
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AD VERITATEM PER SCIENTIAM 

TO THE FRIENDS AND ADMIR.L. ...IF 

CAMILLE FLAMMARION 

In the year 188 2, a passionate admirer of the work of Camille Flam

marion, Monsieur Meret, of Bordeaux, offered him an ancient royal 

10dge in the environs of Paris, where, from time immemorial, the kings of 

The FLAMMARION OBSERVATORY AT JUVISY, westernfa((ade. Former chateau of the Court 
of France and station of the Fromenteau mail coaches. Here Napoleon I learned on 
March 30, ] 814, of the surrender of Paris, and then left for the farewell at Fontai
nebleau. 

France made a stop in their annual journey to Fontainebleau. Louis XIV 

took pleasure in this « royal shelter for a night », and liked, they say, to 

take his coffee- a luxury that had recently been introduced into France 

- in the hollow of a celebrated and magnificent yew, a tree centuries-old, 

that still flourishes in the park of the property. Further, it was in the 

salon of this residence that Napoleon I, on March 30,1814, heard the news 

of the capitulation of Paris and the fall of the Empire, and it was thence 

that he departed for the farewell at Fontainebleau. A paper-weight 
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in the form of a statuette of the Emperor, which was left there at his 

departure, recalls the incident. 

It was after the epoch of Louis-Philippe that the property-which 

was known as the Station of the Court of France - was acquired by 

Monsieur Meret. 

The aged inhabitants of Juvisy have a good memory for the events 

of human history that come within their ken. When Flammarion arriv

ed there to be a historian of the heavens he met two venerable old men, 

almost centenarians, who lived in the rue des Enfants-Rouges, Paris, in 

their infancy, and during the Revolution witnessed the tragic end of the 

Princesse of Lamballe, friend of Marie Antoinette - a drama that lived 

in their recollections as an event of yesterday, so deeply had it struck 

their imagination, and of which they gave a faithful account to the 

astronomer. 

When he received from Monsieur Meret the generous gift of the pro

perty, Camille Flammarion hastened to transform the ancient house 

of the Roi SoleiI into an astronomical observatory, station for the celes

tial rays which arrive from the stars on our errant globe. 

Even in that happy time, when she cost of living had not attained the 

exorbitant prices of to-day, to metamorphose the delapidated historic 

residence into a well equipped scientific establishment, still seemed a rash 

enough enterprise for an astronomer without any private fortune. 

This was the moment to recall the famous adage (( Help yourself, 

Heaven will help you )). 

And Heaven did help Flammarion, for that remarkable book ( Popular 

Astronomy )), a pioneer in its special field of scientific popularization paid, 

by its success, which was financial as well as other, all the expenses of the 

observatory. The publisher, Ernest Flammarion, brother of Camille, pu

blished several editions amounting to 100.000 copies of the work, the 

success of which was immense. To most readers the presentation of the 

heavens made in this book was a revelation, within reach of all and in an 

attractive form, which, for all its poetic charm, did not exclude the most 

rigorous precision. The author ofthis work was entitled to a franc a vo

lume on the sales, but he never saw the color of a penny of aJl the money. 

By a transmutation of elements which one may easily devine all passed 

into the coffers of contractors, builders, etc. who went directly to the 

publishinghouse of Flammarion to collect their bills. The author's royal-
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ties were thus changed into stones, cupola, astronomical instruments, 

and the like. 

Thus the Observatory of Juvisy was born. 

* 
* * 

The programme of the establishment differed from that of most offi

cial State observatories which are specialized above all in the astronomy 

of position. From its origin, it had been consecrated to physical astro-

Eastern fa<;ade of the OBSERVATORY, looking towards the gardens. 

nomy, and this at an epoch when that branch of the science was almost 

untouched. 

In the work of Camille Flammarion the dominant thought was the 

problem of life in the Universe, the basis of his beautiful and profound 

philosophy. 

The earthis a star jn the heavens, the life of which depends upon calorific 

radiations, luminous, chemical, and electric, from the sun, which governs 

also the other planets of our system. To study the sun is to go back to 

the very source of the great phenomena of nature observed on t.he earth 

and to those which should occur on the other spheres of Our family of 

planets. To study the planets is to initiate oneself into the prodigious 

work of the sun in its diverse manifestations on other celestial worlds, 
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for the sun has no predilection for our globe, but labors equally on other 

planets. 

The sun, too, is a star in our Milky Way, and more or less like millions 

of other stars which constitute our sidereal universe. The study of the 

sun and its satellites Mercury, Venus, the Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, 

Uranus, and Neptune, is then the first stage of an acquaintance with 

the heavens. 

Stellar astronomy was certainly not neglected at the Juvisy observa

tory. The photographic study of fluctuations in the brilliance of the 

variable stars - notably of Algol, Mira Ceti, etc. - was part of its 

programme, and the revision of the celebrated Catalogue of the nebulae 

and clusters of Messier has also been part of the work the Observat�)fy 

has brilliantly accomplished i n  recent years. Still, the first place is 

accorded at Juvisy to the photography of planetary surfaces, of the sun, 

of comets, etc. 

The planet Mars is there in special favor, and the desire of Camille 

Flammarion was always to establish at Juvisy a centralization of all the 

observations made the world over on the Martian globe, so curious by the 

seasonal analogies it presents to our Earth. In the last year of his life 

he had the intention of appealing to all observers of Mars with that end in 

view. Already he had published two volumes which were the beginning 

of a veritable Encyclopedia of Mars. The first of these volumes contain

ed all the observations made on that planet from 1636, a little after the 

invention of the telescope, up to 1890. The second volume contained 

those made between 1890 and 1900. The third volume (1900-1910) is 

in preparation. The author hoped to see the publication of a decennial 

volume continued, and to give it a wider range to embrace recent disco

veries and new methods of investigation, which show Mars to be a world 

at least as living as our Earth itself. 

Flammarion was persuaded that it was by this process of impartial 

analysis of all existing documents that one might hope for a solution of 

the �fartian enigma. 

The other planets of our system are not neglected.-Photographs of 

Venus recently obtained show incontestably spots on its surtace. Jupiter 

is also the object of regular visual and photographic observation. Its 

prodigious transformations show it to be a planet in the making - a 

world of the future. 
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Two comets have been discovered at the Observatory of Juvisy by 

M. Quenisset who has been for years connected with the establish

ment. The photographic study of a certain number of these stars has 

made it possible to discover internal movements produced on the comet

tails, by the pressure of the solar light radiation, and above all, perhaps, 

The Master of uS all: The SUN. The largest spot which is seen in the north hemisphere 
(in the lower part of the illustration, this being inverted by the astronomical lens), is 
one of the most extensive that has been observed for half a century. Its presence near 
the central meridian of the sun coincided, on January 26, 1926, with a violent ma
gnetic storm and a fine aurora borealis, one of the powerful and mysteriou," links that 
unite the sun to the earth. Photograph taken January 24, 1926, at the Flammarion 
Observatory by M. Quenisset. 

by the electric action of the sun through its corpuscular bombardments 

of electrons, which determine the illumination of these curious appendices. 

The sun is photographed at Juvisy every time that the state of the 

atmosphere permits it. The selection of its chemical and calorific radia

tions has led to the creation of a new branch of physics conceived by' 

Flammarion - radioculture by which the form, the dimensions, and the 

color of plants are modified under the iniluence of solar rays alone. By 
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that method its inventor obtained silk, d y ed naturally in beautiful and 

The SUN in a fever : an immense field of white faculre. Photographed February 26,1926,. 
at the Flamrnarion Observatory by M. Quenisset. 

absolutely indelible colors, and this without other dy er than the sun itself� 
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Meteorological observations are made regularly at the Observatory 

with the aid of registering instruments - barometer, thermometer, 

Photo Quenisset. 

The crescent of the Moon? No, 
it is that of Venus-Astarte, 
in that phase in which the 
beautiful planet, between 
the sun and the earth, is, 
obliquely lit for us by the 
solar rays. Photograph ta
ken in January, 1926, at the 
Flammarion Observatory. 

pluviometer and hygrometer - and photo

graphs of the clouds are also taken which 

constitute an important contribution to our 

knowledge of the aerial envelope which acts 

constantly on all our terrestrial life. 

This account would be incomplete with

out mention of the « Annuaire Astronomi

que et Meteorologique » of Camille Flam

marion, which still appears, and which the 

author published for more than sixty years, 

and this despite the fact that this guide 

to the heavens, indispensable to observers, 

never brought him a penny in return and 

was published simply with the purpose of 

rendering a servjce to those for whom this 

Almanac had become, one may say, a necessity. 

Let us add, finally, that the Observatory of Juvisy has potently 

contributed to the world -wide expansion of the Astronomical Society of 

France, since that Society, founded by 

Camille Flammarion in 1887, was allowed 

by its founder to publish in its « Bulletin » 

the first fruits of all his 1abors and disco

veries. 

It would be a matter of deep regret if 

the future of so usful a work such as the 

Juvisy Observatory were not to be assured. 

This independent establishment, due 

entirely to private initiative, has been con

tinuously maintained solely by the resources 

of its founder, who lived only for science 

and the quest of truth. 

Photo' Quenisset. 

Jupiter, the giant of the worlds 
of the solar system. Photo
grap taken in August 1925, 
at thp. Flammarion Obser
vatory. 

Camille Flammarion labored all his life with indefatigable ardor for 

the spread of knowledge, for the moral and intellectual pro
.
gress of huma

nity, and this by teaching with contagious enthusiasm the most beautiful 

of the sciences, Astronomy. He gave no thought to the practical, mater-
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ial needs of life. He never wrote a line wit h the purpose of gaining a 

centime; he never even asked himself what his books might bring him in 

the way of profit s. 

THE Moo�, september 7, 1925, photographed at the Flammarion Observatory by 
M. Quenisset. 

His life: so simple, was t hat of a sage - all abnegation, and consecra

ted ent irely t o  t he development of astronomy and to t eaching the sublime 

truths of the science t hat was so dear t o  him. 

The Great War was a t errible blow to him, morally because he was 

with all his soul a pacifist, overflowing with love for humanity, and mat er-
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ially because a part of his mod est resources: so laboriously acquired , was 

swallowed up in tho cataclysm. 

He supported lhe shoek stoically; with his admirab1e phi10sophy, and had 

in spite of it the consolation of being able to work to the d <-_y of his d eath, and 

Photo Quenisset. 

The ashen light of the Moon. The pale glow, which illumines the part of the lunar disc not 
directly lighted by the sun and makes it possible to distinguish the configuration of the 
Moon, is produced by the solar light received and reflected by the earth into space as 
by a mirror. This light the moon sends back to us. Faint reflection of a reflection, it is 
what we might call earth-light. The irregularities of the luminous border are due to 
those of the lunar surface : mountains, valleys, etc. Photographic Collection of the 
Flammarion Observatory 

of keeping intact, at eighty-three years of age, his brilliant intellec'ual 

faculties, his prod igious memory, and his magnificent capacity for work. 

Before quitting this worl d ,  he confid ed to his companion, who had 

been first his pupil, then his secretary, then, before bec�ming his wife, 

his collahorator, the task, at once heavy and very d eal' to her, of carrying 

on what he had been unable to achieve. 
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Unfortunately the present financial situation is such that the different 

charges and taxes and the high cost 01 living weigh heavily, and more 

particularly, on intellectual workers and on scientific establishments. 

A Commemorative Committee is now being organized under the aus

pices of the successive presidents of the Astronomical Society of France, 

who, all as members of the Academy of Sciences, are part of the 

glory of French science. The Committee includes: MM. H. DESLAN

DRES, Directeur de l'Observatoire de Meudon ; B. BAILLAUD, Directeur 

de l'Observatoire de Paris; PUISEUX, Astronomer; DE I.A BAUME 

PLUVINEL, Af'ltronomer ; PAUL ApPELL, Recteur Honoraire de l'Universite 

de Paris; CHARLES LALLEl\{A�D, Directeur Honoraire du Nivellement 

General de la France; General FERRIE, Inspecteur general des Services 

. de la Telegraphie militaire. To these members are added the members 

of the Bureau and Council of the Astronomical Society of France and a 

certain number of personal friends. The purpose of the Committee is to 

render merited homage to Camille Flammarion and, first of all, to consi

der the best method to adopt for assuring the future of the Observatory 

of Juvisy. so that it may function as in the paf't, and develop and im

prove in accordance with the hopes of its founder. 

The statutes of a Camille Flammarion Foundation are also being formn

ated. They have in view, notably, the organization of an Administra

tive Council to watch over the destiny of the Juvisy Observatory and 

to direct it in collaboration with Madame Camille Flammarion during her 

life time, and alone after her decease. The majority of the members of 

the Council will be recruited from the Membership of the Council of the 

Astronomical Society of Franee, in order to strenghLen the relation bet

ween the two scientific creations of Flammarion -- the Observatory of 

Juvisy and the Astronomical Society. 

Already generous friends of science and progress have associated 

themselves with the project and have collectively raised a certain sum 

(140.0000 francs), which is unhappily insufficient to carry that project 

into effect. The money has been deposited at the Banque Lou;s Hirsch 

32, rue Taitbout, Paris, where it will remain until the Observatory of 

Juvisy acquires the legal existence which the Conseil d'Etat confers, and 

which will enable it legally to hold funds. Bu this recognition will not 

be accorded until the future of th� establishment is, from a financial 

standpoint, assured. 
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The ?IiOREHOU-SE COMET in 1908, photographed at the Flammarion Observatory by M. Que
nisset. The lines that are seen on this photograph were made by the stars, fixed 
so far as their relation to the comet is concerned, the camera following its movement 
in the sky. The intensity of these lines is proportional to the length of the exposure, 
the photogenic brightness of the stars and the speed of the comet. 



The cherished wish of Camille Flammarion to organize in permanent 

form the Observatory of Juvisy, consecrated to physical astronomy, to 

the study of the nature of the stars and of life in the universe, cannot 

then be realised except through the help of all his friends, of all those 

who have loved and admired his work, of all those who have come under 

the influence of it and profited by it. Those who wish that his work 

should survive him can bring that wish to practical realization only by 

banding themselves together and lending aid. 

If only several hundred, several thousand, among the numerous 

readers of Flammarion's books will combine their efforts, each according 

to his means, the future will be assured. Little streams make great ri

ver!' ... 

DESCRIPTION OF THE OBSERVATORY OF JUVISY 

The Observatory properly speaking includes a building surrounded 

by gardens and surmounted by a cupola, which contains an Equatorial 

of 3m,75 of focal length, of which the measures om,240 in diameter. 

The refractor supports a battery of four photographic objectives with 

which four thousand astronomical plates have already been obtained. 

Under the cupola there are also a small Secretan telescope, and a 

reflector of 160 mm. 

Another telescope (Calver), of which the mirror measures 330 mm., 

has a place in the gardens. 

The Observatory possesses an important library containing more 

than 10,000 volumes, among which are the fundamental astronomical 

works that have appeared since the invention of printing. 

Requests for information regarding the Observatory may be address

ed either to M. Ch. LALLEMAND, President de l'Academie des Sciences, 

boulevard Emile-Augier, 58, Paris; or to M. ROBERT NAST, Mining En

gineer. Secretary of the Observatory of Juvisy, Seine-et-Oise, or 28, bou

levard Malesherbes, Paris; or to M. ANDRE HIRSCH, Treasurer, 32, rue 

Taitbout, Paris; or to Madame FLAMMARION, at Juvisy. 
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The famous nebulae of Andromeda, so far away that their light must to travel nearly 
one million years at a speed of 300.000 kilometers a second in order to reach our 
earth. Photograph taken at the Flammarion Observatory by M. Qucnisset. 
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Photo Quenissct. 

The great nebulae of Orion. Photographed at the Flammarion Observatory 
at Juvisy. 

PRI);TED BY IU;NBT T588mB - ORLEA);S 
20-5-26 

Jllustrations engrayed by : 
LES AxclE);s ETABLISSK.\1ENTS GILLOT. 
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